The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our web site and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

HDBaseT™ EXTENDERS

The Next Generation Digital Ribbon Cables utilize a proprietary technology to allow high speed and high definition HDMI signal transmission over distances of up to 100m. The cables are designed to be used in commercial or residential environments. The cables are constructed with solid copper wire, ultra-thin UV resistant jacket and connections that meet all 2.0 specifications. These cables can transmit up to 6K 60Hz 4:4:4 uncompressed HDMI Video, giving you protection and high quality packaged together.

The FSR library of intelligent solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in wide varieties. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. The plate can be mounted directly to the wall or the table. For assistance in selecting the proper box to hold your power, data voice, video, etc., please call us at 1-800-332-FSR1 (3771).

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple’s charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

HDBaseT™ HDMI & VGA Switcher Transmitter Wall Plate
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SWITCHING, SCALING & SIGNAL PROCESSING

The perfect wall mount is designed for strength, practicality, and the aesthetics of the FSR system in mind.吸引力

We offer tamper resistant hardware for security, symmetrical hole patterns provide rapid mounting in portrait or landscape mode. Attractive openings for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and black. As an added value we will print a client logo on the front FREE with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Product: FSR PoE Charger

High current, high power PoE switches and PoE chargers for the iPad. Simple to install and offer the highest quality charging and data transport. PoE + USB charger will charge fast supporting Apple’s charging standard. The PoE + USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

IPAD MOUNTS & CHARGERS

The FSR library of intelligent solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in wide varieties. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. The plate can be mounted directly to the wall or the table.

The Next Generation Digital Ribbon Cables utilize a proprietary technology to allow high speed and high definition HDMI signal transmission over distances of up to 100m. The cables are designed to be used in commercial or residential environments. The cables are constructed with solid copper wire, ultra-thin UV resistant jacket and connections that meet all 2.0 specifications. These cables can transmit up to 6K 60Hz 4:4:4 uncompressed HDMI Video, giving you protection and high quality packaged together.

NEXT GENERATION DIGITAL RIBBON CABLES

The FSR library of intelligent solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in wide varieties. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. The plate can be mounted directly to the wall or the table.
**FLOOR BOXES**

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of boxes to handle single, dual, and modular power, data, components, and more. The innovative design of your installation and our craftsmanship blend function with form to create a beautiful, professional look. Fusion II boxes are available in bronze, black, and white finishes.

**WALL BOXES**

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections against dust and weather.

**CEILING BOXES**

When power protection is an integral component of your design. Fusion IIs are available in bronze, black, and white finishes. The stylish design blends function and form to create a beautiful, professional look.

---

**TABLE CONNECTIVITY**

A wide variety of table boxes that are visible and accessible, meeting the aesthetic demands of today’s integrated environments. A stylish and modern look, the Fusion IIs are available in bronze, black, and white finishes.

**CEILING BOXES**

- **OWB-500P** Fire-Rated Connections
- **FIRE RATED** by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products.

---

**CONCERTO UNDER-TABLE RACK**

**CONCERTO Under-Table Rack**

Shelving mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, Communications, A/V, Power, and Data. **Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway**

The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity. The raceway is only 0.6” high, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

---

**FLOOR BOXES**

- **Flexible Connectivity** at your Fingertips
- **FLEX-IO16** I/O Expansion Unit
- **FLEX-LT** Room Control at Your Fingertips
- **CU Configuration Utility**
- **Multi Command Scripting, Conditionality, Flags**
- **Up to 4 serial and 4 IR Ports (select models)**
- **Self-contained with many features and models**
- **3.5” Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen**

---

**ROOM CONTROL & COMBINING**

As Easy as Drag and Drop

**FLEX-I/O** Room Control, 3-way, 4-way & 8-way connections to interface with virtually all A/V devices. Pick from the T6-LB-UN, T6-LB-4SS, T6-LB-5SS and T6-HLB brackets.

---

**CONCERTO UNDER-TABLE RACK**

Shelving mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, Communications, A/V, Power, and Data. **Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway**

The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity. The raceway is only 0.6” high, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

---

**FLEX-LT** Room Control at Your Fingertips

**FLEX-LT** Room Control at Your Fingertips

**FLEX-IO16** I/O Expansion Unit

**CU Configuration Utility**

**Multi Command Scripting, Conditionality, Flags**

**Up to 4 serial and 4 IR Ports (select models)**

**Self-contained with many features and models**

**3.5” Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen**

---

**ROOM CONTROL & COMBINING**

As Easy as Drag and Drop

**FLEX-I/O** Room Control, 3-way, 4-way & 8-way connections to interface with virtually all A/V devices. Pick from the T6-LB-UN, T6-LB-4SS, T6-LB-5SS and T6-HLB brackets.
CEILING BOXES

WALL BOXES

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes protect your wall plates, panels and connections elegantly and securely.

FLOOR BOXES

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

If a variety of boxes to handle all applications; wall plates and brackets; systems enclosures and more need to be placed in the floor of your installation and then constructed beautifully through ceilings, floors, walls, and accessible accessories.

The low-profile design allows an easy and seamless installation into the floor or ceiling. They are easy to install and are designed for a clean and easy install...
CEILING BOXES

Protect and Secure your Infrastructure Connections

Indoor and outdoor wall boxes, protect your wall plates, panels and connections against theft and weather conditions.

WALL BOXES

Our unique weatherproof and theft-resistant wall boxes are designed to save your walls and make life easier.

FLOOR BOXES

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure.

A unique variety of floor boxes that are elegant and functional; meeting the aesthetic demands of today’s architecture.

CEILING BOXES

The Harmony Solution

The Harmony Collection of electrical boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any application. The versatile connectors, options and finishes are specifically designed to suit today’s most demanding design needs.

The Harmony Solution is available in black, white, or a custom-matched finish.

Wireless Charger

The T6-CL100 is a convenient wireless charging station, designed to charge a variety of devices. It provides a secure and convenient way to charge your mobile devices.

The wireless charger can be installed on the table or wall, allowing for an elegant and functional design.

Internal Brackets

The magnetic internal brackets are designed to accommodate connectors, labels, cable ties, and other accessories. These brackets and cable ties make connectivity effortless.

CONCERTO Under-Table Rack

Under-Table Rack shelving mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, or Data equipment to the underside of tables with easy access.

CONCERTO Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway

The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway gets your cables where they need to be. The efficient and effective raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity. The Smart-Way is only 0.6” high, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

Block and Slide

The Block and Slide provide a simple, economical and elegant way to rout cabling from the underside of your work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy in-installation and add an aesthetically appealing appearance under any workspace.

Manage your cables in-style with the Block and Slide.

FLEX-IO16 I/O Expansion Unit

As Easy as Drag and Drop

FLEX-IO16 is fully expandable with any 3rd party control system.

Enjoy total control of FLEX as well as interfacing and, RS-232 & IP Communication to expand the control capabilities of FLEX to your entire environment or classrooms.

FLEXX - ROOM CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

As Easy as Drag and Drop

FLEX-RTS offers total control of your environment:

• 3.5” Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen
• 4 x 4 matrix with 16 key push buttons
• Wall or desk mounting
• Self-contained with many features and models
• 3.5” Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen

Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway

The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway System is the intelligent choice for wire management. It installs on top of any flooring and provides a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. The Smart-Way On-Floor Raceway gets your cables where they need to be. The efficient and effective raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity. The Smart-Way is only 0.6” high, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in 6’ sections.

Back and Side

Back and Side

This system provides clean, elegant cable management in table designs from the table boxes to the floor.

CONCERTO Block and Slide

The Block and Slide provide a simple, economical and elegant way to rout cabling from the underside of your work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy in-installation and add an aesthetically appealing appearance under any workspace. Manage your cables in style with the Block and Slide.

THE USA

MADE IN
The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our web site and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

HDBaseTTM EXTENDERS

The Next Generation Digital Ribbon Cables utilize a proprietary technology to allow high speed and high definition HDMI signal transmission over distances of up to 100 ft. The cables feature a sleek digital ribbon design, offering the cable to seamlessly blend in after installation. These Next Generation cables are Plenum Rated and can easily handle up to 4k 60Hz 4:4:4 HDR uncompressed HDMI video. Giving you protection and high quality packaged together.

INTELLIGENT PLATE SOLUTIONS

SWITCHING, SCALING & SIGNAL PROCESSING

Digital Video Solutions

SWITCHING, SCALING & SIGNAL PROCESSING

Digital Video Solutions

The Switch will allow you to manage your display panel from your phone, tablet, or computer with the FS-ViewIT App. The Switch has the ability to perform individual source and panel control, all while monitoring the status of each source and panel. The Switch is perfect for loading content, scheduling and providing access to your display panels from anywhere.

Audio, Video, Signal Management and Infrastructure Technologies

GLOBAL AT-A-GLANCE

The perfect iPad Mount charges the iPad® wall mount is designed for strength, practicality, and fits many versions of the iPad leaving no visible hardware. We use tamper resistant hardware for security, symmetrical hole patterns provide rapid mounting in portrait or landscape mode. Attractive openings for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and black.

As an added value we will print a client logo on the front FREE with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

The iPad® wall mount is designed for strength, practicality, and fits many versions of the iPad leaving no visible hardware. We use tamper resistant hardware for security, symmetrical hole patterns provide rapid mounting in portrait or landscape mode. Attractive openings for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and black.

As an added value we will print a client logo on the front FREE with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

The Perfect PoE/USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box behind the FSR iPad wall mount. The PoE / USB Charger will operate and charge the iPad supporting Apple's charging standard. The PoE / USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.
Switching, Scaling & Signal Processing

The Next Generation Digital Ribbon Cables utilize a proprietary technology to allow high speed and high definition HDMI signal transmission over distances of up to 100m. The cables are certified by the HDBaseT Alliance and offer exceptional compatibility with all standard HDMI devices. The cable is fitted with a discreet black jacket that allows the cable to seamlessly blend in after installation. These Next Generation cables are Plenum Rated and can easily handle up to 4k 60Hz 4:4:4 HDR uncompressed HDMI video. Giving you protection and high quality packaged together.

iPad Mounts & Chargers

The FSR iPad wall mount is designed for strength, practicality, and fits many versions of the iPad leaving no visible hardware. We use tamper resistant hardware for security, symmetrical hole patterns provide rapid mounting in portrait or landscape mode. Attractive openings for cable egress are provided. Standard colors are silver and black.

As an added value we will print a client logo on the front FREE with orders of 10 pieces or more.

The Next Generation Digital Ribbon Cables offer a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in six sizes. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our web site and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

Intelligent Plate Solutions

The FSR library of intelligent solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in six sizes. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our web site and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

HDBaseT™ Extenders

The HDBaseT Alliance logo is a trademark of the HDBaseT Alliance.